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COOKIE POLICY

Data Controller: BS EXPORT INDUSTRIAL S.R.L.
Registered office: VIA ADOLFO TEDESCHI 4 - 42124 REGGIO EMILIA
Contacts and contact details: info@bsexportindustrial.com 0522515380
The Data Controller is liable towards you for the legitimate and fair use of your personal data and may be
contacted for any information or request regarding data processing.
COOKIE
What are cookies?
A cookie is a file which is downloaded on your PC, tablet, smartphone or other device ("Device") when you
access to our website or you use our application.
Cookies allow us to store and retrieve information about your browsing habits or about the device you use
to access in general in anonymous and, depending on the information these cookies contain, if you are
already registered, to recognize you as a user or customer.
The information we obtain refer to the number of pages you visit, the language you use, the place from
which you access, the number of new users, the frequency and repetition of visits, the duration of the visit,
the browser or the device with which you are connecting or using the application.
Which cookies does this website use?
Technical Cookies:
The cookies of this type are necessary for the proper functioning of some website areas. Cookies in this
category include both persistent cookies and session cookies:
-

Persistent Cookies: once you close your browser these cookies are not deleted but they remain
until a preset deadline

-

Session Cookies: these cookies are deleted every time you close the browser

Without these cookies, the website or some parts of it may not work correctly. Therefore, the cookies
mentioned above are always used, regardless of the user preferences.
The cookies in this category are always sent from our domain.

Third party Cookies
Analysis Cookies of Third-party services:
These cookies are used in order to gather information on the website use by the users in anonymous form
such as pages visited, time spent, traffic sources origin, geographic origin, age, gender and interests for the
purpose of marketing campaigns. These cookies are sent from third-party domains external to the Website.
Cookie used to integrate products and functions of third-party software:
BS EXPORT INDUSTRIAL S.R.L.
VIA ADOLFO TEDESCHI 4 - 42124 REGGIO EMILIA
Tel. 0522515380 info@bsexportindustrial.com

This type of cookie integrates features developed by third-parties into the website pages such as icons and
preferences expressed in social networks to share the contents of the website or for the use of third-party
software services (such as software generating maps and additional software that offer additional services).
These cookies are sent from third-party domains and partner websites that offer their functionality through
the website pages.

The user can, freely and at any time, configure his privacy parameters in relation to the installation and use
of Cookies, directly through his browsing program (browser) by consulting the reference links and following
the relative instructions.
Mozilla Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Eliminare%20i%20cookie
Internet Explorer: https://support.microsoft.com/it-it/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-deletemanage-cookies
Google Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it
Safari: https://support.apple.com/it-it

The user can set the “private browsing”, thanks to which his navigation program stops saving the history of
the sites visited, any passwords entered, cookies and other information on the pages visited. Please note that
if the user decides to disable all cookies, the quality and speed of the services offered by this website may
drastically deteriorate and access to some sections of the site may be lost.

This information was drafted in the name and on behalf of BS EXPORT INDUSTRIAL S.R.L. by 01 S.r.l. privacy
services www.01privacy.it
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